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Back in a new printing is this original vision of a forest filled
with cute horny winged little fairies in tight fetish leather
outfits. In Kondom's fairy-world, when a fairy turns 100 years
old they become keepers and caretakers of the forest and all
the little critters who live in the woods. While searching for a
missing Stag Beetle, Pfil comes across an isolated house with
three evil fairies who drug, bind and take her prisoner for their
own sexual purposes. Where is Pamila and how does Pfil get
out of this one?
Filmmaker Alejandro Jodorowsky’s insights into the Tarot as
a spiritual path • Works with the original Marseille Tarot to
reveal the roots of Western wisdom • Provides the key to the
symbolic language of the Tarot’s “nomadic cathedral” •
Transforms a simple divination tool into a vehicle for selfrealization and healing Alejandro Jodorowsky’s profound
study of the Tarot, which began in the early 1950s, reveals it
to be far more than a simple divination device. The Tarot is
first and foremost a powerful instrument of self-knowledge
and a representation of the structure of the soul. The Way of
Tarot shows that the entire deck is structured like a temple, or
a mandala, which is both an image of the world and a
representation of the divine. The authors use the sacred art of
the original Marseille Tarot--created during a time of religious
tolerance in the 11th century--to reconnect with the roots of
the Tarot’s Western esoteric wisdom. They explain that the
Tarot is a “nomadic cathedral” whose parts--the 78 cards or
“arcana”--should always be viewed with an awareness of the
whole structure. This understanding is essential to fully grasp
the Tarot’s hermetic symbolism. The authors explore the
secret associations behind the hierarchy of the cards and the
correspondences between the suits and energies within
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human beings. Each description of the Major Arcana includes
key word summaries, symbolic meanings, traditional
interpretations, and a section where the card speaks for itself.
Jodorowsky and Costa then take the art of reading the Tarot
to a depth never before possible. Using their work with
Tarology, a new psychological approach that uses the
symbolism and optical language of the Tarot to create a
mirror image of the personality, they offer a powerful tool for
self-realization, creativity, and healing.
Before the Metabarons there were the Castakas, a clan of
lawless pirates - this is their story.
The impending disaster has thrown governments around the
world into chaos, and the end as Dr. Shidou Yurizaki
predicted it is fast approaching. Illegal coils, Collectors,
Adrastea-everything will play a role in the upcoming plan!
Fantasy artist Jennifer Galasso has created Crystal Visions
Tarot in a unique style with ethereal faerie imagery and a
vibrant color scheme inspired by the four seasons and the
four elements. Crystal Visions Tarot remains true to the
classic Rider-Waite 78-card system in much of its symbolism,
as well as in card and suit names. The luscious card imagery
also illustrates the elemental aspects of each suit in order to
aid the novice in forming associations with the cards. The
Crystal Visions Tarot deck includes 78 cards with an
additional unknown card for gazing into future situations that
have not yet been revealed, or for exploring issues with
deeper insight. The instruction booklet offers both upright and
reversed meanings.
The author of Ghost World presents an offbeat tour of the
sleepy Midwestern town of Ice Haven and its unusual
inhabitants, including Random Wilder, the narrator and wouldbe poet laureate of the town; his arch-rival Ida Wentz; the
lovelorn Violet Van der Plazt and Vida Wentz; Mr. and Mrs.
Ames, a detective team; and others. Mature.
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The Complete adventures of John Difool continue as the
investigation into the mysterious birth rate in the Red Ring
continues. In this volume, John stumbles across several
overwhelming obstacles including the involvement of the
Prez, the robocops, and the Techno pope in a grand
conspiracy, becoming a professional detective and falling in
love. If all of this wasn't enough, this volume of the series also
features tons of actions and the deaths of several characters.
A must-read chapter in one of the most acclaimed sci-fi
stories in the world.

From the psychomagical guru who brought you The Holy
Mountain and Where the Bird Sings Best comes a
supernatural love-and-horror story in which a beautiful
albino giantess unleashes the slavering animal lurking
inside the men of a small village. When two women—an
amnesiac goddess and her protector, a leather-tough
woman called Crabby—arrive in a Chilean desert town,
Albina’s otherworldly allure and unfettered sensuality
turn men into wild beasts. Chased by a clubfooted
corrupt cop, evil corporate overlords, giant-hare-riding
narcos, and Himalayan cultists, Albina and Crabby must
find a magical cactus that will cure Albina and the men’s
monstrous affliction before the town consumes itself in
an orgy of lust and violence. Albina and the Dog-Men is
Alejandro Jodorowsky’s darkly funny, shocking, and
surreal hybrid of mystical folktale, road novel, horror
story, and social parable, ultimately uniting in a universal
story of love against the odds and what makes us
human. Praise for Albina and the Dog-Men “Deeply
psychological and mysterious, the book will stimulate the
imagination of the reader's mind to the extreme.”
—Marina Abramovi? “In his latest novel, Jodorowsky
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builds on his multi-decade long assault of the public
imagination . . . a fantastical and genre-defying parable
of love and friendship. . . . Throughout this dark dream of
a novel, Jodorowsky's writing is comic and occasionally
mesmerizing. It is also ripe with horror and philosophical
questions about what it means to belong, everywhere
and nowhere. And while some of the subject matter is
disturbing, it often carries the air of something ancient
that you read children by a fire. For years Jodorowsky
has proven the intensity of his imagination, and how far
he is willing to go to present his singular vision to the
world. He is a fully realized artist whose tales demand
attention. At its core, Albina and the Dog-Men is a love
story about two people committed to one another's
survival and to discovering their potential. And, as with
life, it is sometimes only through the weathering of a
storm that our true capacities are made clear.” —Juan
Vidal, NPR Books “[Albina and the Dog-Men] may be
the ultimate piece of Jodorowsky arcana, a mind-bending
adventure story on par with his wildest cinematic visions.
. . . A surrealist novel par excellence, Albina and the DogMen is a dream, a prophecy, a hallucination, and a
transfiguration such as only Jodorowsky could induce.”
—Publishers Weekly “Composed like a feverish fairytale,
Albina and the Dog-Men is a South American parable of
self-acceptance and belonging that is fueled by prurience
and colored with vivid, hallucinogenic details. . . . No
moment of Jodorowsky’s book is at all predictable or
familiar, and those who have a taste for the uncanny will
be in awe over its undulations into strange, even godly,
territory. The sensuality of the prose thickens as
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Albina’s situation becomes more tenuous, resulting in
heady and appealing constructions. . . . As Albina and
her followers traipse over barren lands and into forests
protected by ancient Incans, the novel winds toward
territory both magical and needfully human. The surreal
methods of redemption in the novel’s final pages prove
both glorious and moving. Jodorowsky’s is a work of
unforgettable weirdness, a work whose movements are
directed by sometimes violent mysticism and whose final
lessons may speak to all who have ever dreamed of
transformation.” —Michelle Anne Schingler, Foreword
Reviews, Five-Star Review
Near future. The NASA is confident it finally discovered
an exoplanet likely to accommodate life. Located 4 lightyears from earth, Darwin II creates a lot of questions and
is scheduled for imminent exploration by a space probe.
At the same very moment, an orbital space station is
struck by a missile shot from the moon, killing several
astronauts. Coincidence or conspiracy?
A grand scale space opera about family, sacrifice, and
survival told within an immense universe, both in scope
and originality.
Jodorowsky’s memoirs of his experiences with Master
Takata and the group of wisewomen--magiciennes--who
influenced his spiritual growth • Reveals Jodorowsky
turning the same unsparing spiritual vision seen in El
Topo to his own spiritual quest • Shows how the
author’s spiritual insight and progress was catalyzed
repeatedly by wisewoman shamans and healers In 1970,
John Lennon introduced to the world Alejandro
Jodorowsky and the movie, El Topo, that he wrote,
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starred in, and directed. The movie and its author
instantly became a counterculture icon. The New York
Times said the film “demands to be seen,” and
Newsweek called it “An Extraordinary Movie!” But that
was only the beginning of the story and the controversy
of El Topo, and the journey of its brilliant creator. His
spiritual quest began with the Japanese master Ejo
Takata, the man who introduced him to the practice of
meditation, Zen Buddhism, and the wisdom of the koans.
Yet in this autobiographical account of his spiritual
journey, Jodorowsky reveals that it was a small group of
wisewomen, far removed from the world of Buddhism,
who initiated him and taught him how to put the wisdom
he had learned from his master into practice. At the
direction of Takata, Jodorowsky became a student of the
surrealist painter Leonora Carrington, thus beginning a
journey in which vital spiritual lessons were transmitted
to him by various women who were masters of their
particular crafts. These women included Doña
Magdalena, who taught him “initiatic” or spiritual
massage; the powerful Mexican actress known as La
Tigresa (the “tigress”); and Reyna D’Assia, daughter of
the famed spiritual teacher G. I. Gurdjieff. Other
important wisewomen on Jodorowsky’s spiritual path
include María Sabina, the priestess of the sacred
mushrooms; the healer Pachita; and the Chilean singer
Violeta Parra. The teachings of these women enabled
him to discard the emotional armor that was hindering
his advancement on the path of spiritual awareness and
enlightenment.
After the Greek tragedy of "The Metabarons," Alexandro
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Jodorowsky comes back to his biblical roots with this
quest reminiscent of Moses and set on a galactic scale.
To top it off, the characters and the theme of virtual
reality are tailor-made for artist Zoran Janjetov ("Before
The Incal"), who finds in Jodorowsky his perfect match.
Albino, hero of this space odyssey, remembers here his
childhood, his apprenticeship, and the big and small
battles he had to fight to fulfill his ambitions in a universe
where technological advances are paradoxically
matched only by the cruelty and the barbarism of the
forces controlling it.
The seminal series' spin-off story recounting how the
mightiest warrior in the universe built his arsenal of war.
PUBLICATION IN 1 VOLUME - COMPLETED WORK
The creative trio of Jodorowsky, Charest, and Janjetov
shows us how the Metabaron assembled the galaxy’s
most powerful and destructive weapons in an effort to
secure his position as the universe’s ultimate warrior.
Travis Charest's (Artist of Wildcats, WildC.A.T.s/X-Men:
The Golden Age, and Star Wars comics Cover Artist)
interpretation of 'The Metabarons' mythology.
Moebius' and Alejandro Jodorowsky's Sci-Fi masterpiece
collected in one epic volume. Lose yourself in the in the
story that inspired many legendary filmakers including
George Lucas and Ridley Scott. John Difool, a low-class
detective in a degenerate dystopian world, finds his life
turned upside down when he discovers an ancient,
mystical artifact called "The Incal." Difool’s adventures
will bring him into conflict with the galaxy’s greatest
warrior, the Metabaron, and will pit him against the
awesome powers of the Technopope. These encounters
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and many more make up a tale of comic and cosmic
proportions that has Difool fighting for not only his very
survival, but also the survival of the entire universe.
The comedic and ironic misadventures of a confused
Philosophy professor on the path to spiritual awakening.
PUBLICATION IN 3 VOLUMES - COMPLETED SERIES
Alan Mangel has it all. As a popular Philosophy
Professor at the world famous Université de La
Sorbonne, he is wealthy, married and academically
acclaimed. On his sixtieth birthday, however, Alan’s life
will crumble as Elisabeth, a beautiful young student,
claims she received a vision from God that he is to
impregnate her with the second-coming of John the
Baptist. As Alan gives himself up to the wild forces
bullying him through life, he engages on a spiritual
journey that challenges his very "reality." Everything
once true is proven to be false. Everything once false is
proven to be true. One of the most compelling and
personal works by legendary international comics
superstars Moebius and Alexandro Jodorowsky ("The
Incal").
The magnum opus from Alejandro Jodorowsky—director
of The Holy Mountain, star of Jodorowsky’s Dune,
spiritual guru behind Psychomagic and The Way of
Tarot, innovator behind classic comics The Incal and
Metabarons, and legend of Latin American literature.
There has never been an artist like the polymathic
Chilean director, author, and mystic Alejandro
Jodorowsky. For eight decades, he has blazed new trails
across a dazzling variety of creative fields. While his
psychedelic, visionary films have been celebrated by the
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likes of John Lennon, Marina Abramovic, and Kanye
West, his novels—praised throughout Latin America in the
same breath as those of Gabriel García Márquez—have
remained largely unknown in the English-speaking world.
Until now. Where the Bird Sings Best tells the fantastic
story of the Jodorowskys’ emigration from Ukraine to
Chile amidst the political and cultural upheavals of the
19th and 20th centuries. Like One Hundred Years of
Solitude, Jodorowsky’s book transforms family history
into heroic legend: incestuous beekeepers hide their
crime with a living cloak of bees, a czar fakes his own
death to live as a hermit amongst the animals, a devout
grandfather confides only in the ghost of a wise rabbi, a
transgender ballerina with a voracious sexual appetite
holds a would-be saint in thrall. Kaleidoscopic,
exhilarating, and erotic, Where the Bird Sings Best
expands the classic immigration story to mythic
proportions. Praise “This epic family saga, reminiscent
of Gabriel García Márquez's One Hundred Years of
Solitude in structure and breadth, reads at a breakneck
pace. Though ostensibly a novelization of the author's
own family history, it is a raucous carnival of the surreal,
mystical, and grotesque.” —Publishers Weekly "A man
whose life has been defined by cosmic ambitions." —The
New York Times Magazine "A great eccentric
original....A legendary man of many trades.” —Roger
Ebert For more information on Alejandro Jodorowsky,
please visit www.restlessbooks.com/alejandrojodorowsky
Based on a true story, Once Upon a Time in France
follows the life of Joseph Joanovici, a Romanian Jew
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who immigrated to France in the 1920s and became one
of the richest men in Europe as a scrap-metal magnate.
For some, he was a villain. For others, a hero. As
Germany occupies France, Mr. Joseph thinks his
influence can keep his family safe, but he soon finds that
the only way to stay one step ahead of the Nazis is to
keep his friends close and his enemies closer. Though
he plays both sides of the fence as a Nazi collaborator
and French resistant, a tangled web of interests forms
around him that proves it will take a lot more than money
to pay for the survival of his family. An international
bestseller with over 1 million copies sold, the French
series Once Upon a Time in France, collected here in
one omnibus edition, has won the BDGest’Arts Best
Scenario Award, BDGest’Arts Album of the Year, and
Angoulême International Comics Festival Best Series
Award, among many others.
Essere creativi non è solo un talento, è una medicina.
Non è solo una vetta da scalare, è un sentiero che ci
porta a scoprire parti di noi che, nella vita quotidiana,
rimangono in ombra. La creatività è "un cambiamento
totale che avviene dentro di noi". L'immaginazione, come
un muscolo, va esercitata e sollecitata. E, come un
muscolo, una volta ben allenata ci farà sentire
immediatamente più in forma, più sani, più
autenticamente noi stessi.Tratto da Psicomagia,
pubblicato da Feltrinelli.Numero caratteri: 72.565
The entire Metabarons clan space saga in one incredible
deluxe edition.
In a shocking twist (okay, maybe not so shocking...),
Kimihito learns that he's been playing host to a princess!
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Mero the mermaid is actually the daughter of the king
and queen of the sea, and now her royal mother is
summoning her back home. Kimihito, along with the
other monster girls living in his household, go to visit the
mermaid queen in the hopes of changing her mind.
Along the way, they uncover a tangled scheme that
involves kidnapping, royal intrigue, tragedy, and, of
course, naughty tentacles. If this intrepid group can
manage to stay un-molested long enough to solve the
mystery, they could transform the entire mermaid
kingdom! But for once, Kimihito isn't the only one risking
his life in the name of interspecies relations.
Follow the Knight of Swords as he explores and meets
with the inhabitants of a Land called Tarot.
The complete series of filmmaker Alejandro
Jodorowsky’s spiritual comics, translated into English for
the first time • Contains all 284 of Jodo’s Panic Fables
comics, published weekly from 1967 to 1973 in Mexico
City’s El Heraldo newspaper • Includes an introduction
describing how the Panic Fables came to be • Explains
how he incorporated Zen teachings, initiatory wisdom,
and sacred symbology into his Panic Fables, as well as
himself as one of the characters In 1967, in response to
theatrical censorship rules that put him on the political
“black list” in Mexico City and caused his plays and his
pantomime classes at the School of Fine Arts to be
cancelled, Alejandro Jodorowsky decided to pursue a
new form of artistic expression to earn his living: comics.
Working with his friend Luis Spota, the editor of the
cultural section of the newspaper El Heraldo de México,
Jodo initially planned 3 months’ worth of weekly comics,
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which he would draw himself. However, his “Panic
Fables”--named after his early ‘60s avant-garde theater
movement in Paris--were met with such insatiable
popularity that he continued the series for six and a half
years, from June 1967 until December 1973. Appearing
for the first time in English, this book presents all 284 of
Jodorowsky’s Panic Fables in full color, along with an
introduction by the author. He reveals how his first
comics reflected his pessimism about the future and the
meaning of life, the negativity of which soon exhausted
him. He realized he needed to show the positivity that he
encountered in life, and thus, little by little, he began
incorporating Zen teachings, initiatory wisdom, and
sacred symbology into his Panic Fables. Through this
transformation and the outpouring of support from his
devoted readers, many of whom cite the Panic Fables as
providing pivotal guidance during their adolescence,
Jodo discovered that art can serve to heal as well as
raise consciousness. Writing himself into his comics,
Jodo can be glimpsed as the character of the disciple
who talks with his master and, as the series progresses,
gradually grows to assume the role of master, providing
psychomagic solutions to the problems of everyday life.
In reading the complete Panic Fables in chronological
order, much like his film The Dance of Reality, we
witness in colorful detail Jodorowsky’s own path of
spiritual growth.
"The Metabarons" recounted the extraordinary saga of
the genealogy of the galaxy’s ultimate warrior. But his
ancestors also had ancestors. And far from being noble
warriors with an inflexible code, one will discover they
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were in fact disloyal, vengeful pirates born out of brutality
and war. From legendary creator Alejandro Jodorowsky
and artist Das Pastoras, and for all of those who dreamt
of a sequel to "The Metabarons," comes instead the
origin tale of their first ancestor, Dayal de Castaka.
A peek into the mind-blowing works of Alexandro
Jodorowsky!
Alejandro Jodorowsky and Milo Manara's four-part
sweeping saga of sex, blood, and religion is now
collected in a trade paperback edition for the first time
ever, a perfect companion volume to Dark Horse's awardwinning Manara Library series! When Pope Innocent VIII
dies, the corrupt, licentious Cardinal Rodrigo Borgia
schemes, murders, and seduces his way into becoming
the new Pope, immediately securing positions for his
family and thereby ensuring a Borgia dynasty. With
breathtakingly beautiful painted artwork by Manara, this
account of Italy's first Mafia family is among comics'--and
history's--sexiest, most violent, and most engaging epics!
Borgia vols. 1-4 (also exists in HC format)
The adventures of a young John Difool before he
became the most famous Sci-Fi anti-hero.
A must-read cult spin-off of "The Incal," by Moebius and
Jodorowsky, centering around the fascinating lineage of
the ultimate warrior. This collection introduces the
Metabaron’s bloodline and reveals the origins of their
deep-seated principles. Find out the source of the
family’s vast wealth, learn why every Metabaron has
cybernetic implants, and why the only way to become the
next Metabaron is for him to defeat his own father in a
mortal combat. Follow each successive generation as it
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struggles to overcome the forces amassed against it in a
galaxy corrupted by greed, power, and terror. A true
classic in the pantheon of graphic storytelling and
Science Fiction as a whole.
Crystal Love invites you to discover the tarot with a
wisdon that is fueled by the New Age. Her New book
expands upon the astrological correlations for tarot, as
the reader is guided toward understanding the necessary
link that so many tarotists already believe, as above, so
below.
Winner of the prestigious Grand Prize of the 2010
Angouleme Comics Festival, 5,000 Kilometers Per
Second tells?or almost tells?the love story between Piero
and Lucia, which begins with a casual glance exchanged
by teenagers across the street through a window and
ends with a last, desperate hook-up between two older,
sadder one-time lovers. Executed in stunning
watercolors and broken down into five chapters (set in
Italy, Norway, Egypt, and Italy again), 5,000 Kilometers
Per Second manages to refer to Piero and Lucia’s
actual love story only obliquely, focusing instead on its
first stirrings and then episodes in their life during which
they are separated?a narrative twist that makes it even
more poignant and heart-wrenching. 5,000 Kilometers
Per Second is another delicate graphic-novel
masterpiece from Europe.
'Teen-appeal' topics combined with extensive
preparation for the revised 2020 A2 Key for Schools, B1
Preliminary for Schools as well as B2 First for Schools.
PREPARE 2nd edition Level 4 combines 'teen-appeal'
topics with gradual preparation towards the revised 2020
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B1 Preliminary for Schools exam. Students will enjoy
interactive, personalised lessons with themes and
resources relevant to their interests. The new Life Skills
approach inspires learners to expand their horizons and
knowledge and includes insights from The Cambridge
Framework for Life Competencies. Teachers can relax
knowing every unit drives students towards exam
success and that the course is creating confident English
users with the enhanced vocabulary and grammar
syllabus. A Student's Book and Online Workbook is also
available, separately.
Death STRANDING WEAPONS: ALL THE FIREARMS
YOU CAN DISCOVER IN THE GAMEThere's a
significant non-dangerous focus in Death Stranding, yet
also a lot of weapons to open
Secrets! Shenanigans! A spectacular for the ages!
Someone call the fire marshal because ValiantÕs all-star
celebration for Archer & Armstrong is about to get out of
control! Red-hot creators Fred Van Lente (IVAR,
TIMEWALKER), Ray Fawkes (Batman: Eternal), John
Layman (Chew), Karl Bollers (Watson and Holmes),
Clayton Henry (HARBINGER), Joe Eisma (Morning
Glories) and a jam-packed roster of special guests are
throwing a gigantic finale for ValiantÕs conspiracybusting, history-smashing swashbucklers Ð and theyÕve
brought along a heap of all-new tales to kick this
hullabaloo into high gear! Featuring the true story of
ArmstrongÕs first drink, the secret origin of Mary-Maria,
the debut of a brand new breed of villain for the Valiant
Universe, and much more, this very special volume
collects ARCHER & ARMSTRONG #24, ARCHER &
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ARMSTRONG: THE ONE PERCENT #1, and stories
from the oversized ARCHER & ARMSTRONG #25
anniversary spectacular, alongside the never-beforeseen ARCHER & ARMSTRONG #0: DIRECTORÕS
CUT! DonÕt miss this one-of-a-kind look inside the
script, art, and character designs of Archer &
ArmstrongÕs acclaimed origin issue!
THE INCAL VOL. 2: THE EPIC JOURNEY continues the
adventure of John Difool, illustrated by Mœbius, written
by Alexandro Jodorowsky and with updated colors by
Valérie Beltran! Internationally acclaimed illustrator and
film designer for Alien, The Abyss and The Fifth Element,
Mœbius influenced a generation of readers and artists
with THE INCAL and countless other works. John Difool,
a low-class detective in a degenerate world, found his life
turned upside down when he discovered an ancient
artifact called "The Incal." Now he travels across the
cosmos with his pet concrete bird Deepo and the
universe's greatest warrior, the Metabaron, racing
against time to keep The Great Darkness from
unleashing destruction upon infinite galaxies.
Sex-obsessed cyborg secret agent, Anibal Five, works
for EDO (The European Defense Organisation). When
entrusted with protecting the Earth from cosmic terrorists
bent on the destruction of humanity, Anibal 5 assembles
a team of EDO's twin accountants, Martin and Martain,
and Sir Typer Pinker and his muse, Enanita, to confront
the dictator Kung Lao Te. But when Te unleashes his
nymphet clones things turn inevitably erotic!
Deconstructing the Metabarons sheds light on the
secrets surrounding the celestial clan of warriors, first
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introduced in the the seminal science-fiction graphic
novel, which has become the cornerstone of the
Jodoverse, The Incal. This encyclopedic reference book
is packed with fascinating insights from the Metabaron's
original creators, Jodorowsky and Mœbius, alongside
revealing text, and rare and unseen preliminary
illustrations from Juan Gimenez. Discover the
complexities of the Metabarons' sacred bloodline,
traveling all the way their inception, through the tales of
the intricacies of the expanded Universe and into the
recent relaunch, The Metabaron.
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